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Summary1

Pass-by noise contribution analysis is an engineer-2

ing procedure employed to estimate the contributions3

from various noise sources on a vehicle to the overall4

sound pressure level. This can be realised by placing5

a set of microphones close to the various sources to6

estimate their source strengths and then synthesising7

the response at a far-field linear array in the presence8

of the remaining sources. The results described in this9

paper rely on measured near-field pressure data close10

to the tyres of an electric vehicle under accelerating11

conditions. The number and position of the estimated12

virtual source strengths used is a compromise be-13

tween complexity and accuracy, which has previously14

been addressed mostly empirically. A power-based,15

frequency-averaged ℓ1-norm regularisation technique16

is investigated to optimise the equivalent source posi-17

tion and strength for one operating tyre and, subse-18

quently, the far-field pass-by noise pressure estimates.19

It is shown that for the tyre under investigation, opti-20

mising the positions of only 2 equivalent sources over21

the frequency range of interest gives a good represen-22

tation of the measured far-field spectra.23

1 Introduction24

Vehicle pass-by noise can nowadays be measured in-25

doors with a far-field microphone array and a sta-26

tionary vehicle on a rolling road, according to ISO-27

362:2016 [1]. In this procedure, the various vehi-28

cle noise source contributions can also be quantified,29

which is described as pass-by noise contribution anal-30

ysis and is nowadays widely used in automotive NVH.31

The indoor pass-by noise contributions are esti-32

mated in fully operational conditions by using a set33

of microphones close to each component and applying34

the concept of acoustic transfer path analysis (TPA)35

[2-3]. The sources are discretised into sets of equiv-36

alent sources, which are quantified by performing an37

inverse method, using the near field measured spec- 38

tra and the measured transfer responses between these 39

sources and their respective near-field microphone po- 40

sitions. New sets of acoustic transfer functions are 41

then measured between the source positions and a 42

linear microphone array 7.5 m away from the vehicle, 43

which are then used to synthesise the far-field acoustic 44

pressure and quantify the noise source contributions. 45

Tyre noise has emerged as one of the most impor- 46

tant source contributions due to substantial efforts 47

in reducing engine noise and the increasing popular- 48

ity of electric vehicles. While sound radiation from 49

tyres has been rigorously studied in the past [4], vari- 50

ous studies have been also conducted to estimate tyre 51

noise contribution to pass-by noise in fully operational 52

conditions. A few of these studies deploy numerical 53

means, such as different variations of the Boundary 54

Element Method [5-6], to calculate vehicle pass-by 55

noise. However, despite their good accuracy, they are 56

mostly suited for pass-by noise estimation on the ba- 57

sis of the CAD/CAE computer models, early in the 58

design stage. In [7], tyre pass-by noise is calculated 59

experimentally using particle velocity sensors, which 60

can prove impractical at capturing aeroacoustic phe- 61

nomena, while, in [8], a separate test-bed diagnosis is 62

needed for tyre noise estimation. 63

In [9], the acoustic transfer path analysis described 64

above was used to estimate tyre noise and was proven 65

very practical due to the small number of microphones 66

needed close to the tyres to capture the near field 67

spectra. This work served as the basis for a few sim- 68

ilar studies [10-12] utilising the inverse methodology, 69

while an alternative power-based approach was intro- 70

duced in [13] and was shown to produce good results. 71

A very similar concept was also used in [14-15], where 72

the need for regularisation in the inverse method was 73

first introduced. ℓ2-norm regularisation was inves- 74

tigated more extensively in [16-17], showing that it 75

can improve tyre noise synthesis accuracy by avoid- 76

ing source overestimation at low frequencies. Through 77

all of this work, a predefined small set of equivalent 78
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sources is assumed to approximate tyre behaviour.79

The equivalent source positions are selected mainly80

based on the knowledge that the most dominant tyre81

noise phenomena occur at the tyre-road contact patch82

area [18-19], the most important ones being the horn83

effect, which amplifies the radiation from 300 - 50084

Hz upwards, and the contact forces between the tyre85

and the road, which create a strong vibration field86

close to the contact patch. The limitation stemming87

from using this inverse methodology is that the num-88

ber and the position of the equivalent sources should89

be fixed and a potential investigation for the optimum90

source geometry would require different run-ups and91

significant computation time with increasing number92

of assumed equivalent sources, thus being very expen-93

sive.94

With the aim of finding an efficient methodology95

to optimise the equivalent source geometry by run-96

ning only one set of measurements, the work pre-97

sented in [20] utilises two ℓ1-norm regularisation tech-98

niques in the inverse problem which select the equiv-99

alent source distribution, specific to the problem to100

be solved, from a larger set of candidate source po-101

sitions based on the sparsity-promoting properties of102

the ℓ1-norm. The ℓ1-norm regularisation is used in103

a convex optimisation problem, which is calculated104

without inverting the transfer matrix, therefore the105

choice of the optimum source geometry needs signifi-106

cantly less computation time, even for larger number107

of assumed equivalent sources. The first approach108

is an application of ℓ1-norm regularisation at each109

frequency band and, thus, gives frequency-dependent110

source number and positioning. It has previously been111

investigated extensively in acoustic source identifica-112

tion [21-23] and near-field acoustic holography (NAH)113

applications with spatially confined sources [24-26],114

while different variations have also been proposed for115

more spatially distributed sources [27-28]. Although116

very good results are seen using this approach, there117

is a different source number and positioning per fre-118

quency band, which is impractical when there is need119

to repeat the measurement campaign multiple times,120

as is often the case with pass-by noise contribution121

analysis. The second approach is the generalisation122

of ℓ1-norm regularisation for the simultaneous recov-123

ery of signals with shared sparsity properties, as docu-124

mented in [29]. It provides equivalent source distribu-125

tions that are fixed over frequency and thus more use-126

ful for the given problem since the optimised source127

geometry can then be used for subsequent measure-128

ments. This methodology is based on the principle of129

the simultaneous retrieval of multiple measurement130

vectors [30-32]. While good synthesised representa-131

tions of steady-speed tyre noise with 4 fixed equiva-132

lent source distributions were seen with this method133

in [20], using the linear, phase-dependent problem for-134

mulation incurred significant phase-related errors in135

the tyre noise far-field synthesis, in line with what136

was previously described in [33-34]. 137

Since the calculation of the SPL for pass-by noise 138

engineering purposes does not require the use of the 139

phase information and in an effort to alleviate the ef- 140

fect of the phase-related errors, this paper focuses on 141

the investigation of the frequency-averaged ℓ1-norm 142

regularisation, which was formulated in [20], using a 143

power-based formulation, similar to the one presented 144

in [13]. The new power-based, frequency-averaged 145

ℓ1-norm regularisation as a means of optimising the 146

equivalent source distribution, which is the novelty 147

of this work, omits the phase information, while the 148

equivalent source strength cross spectra are also not 149

taken into account, in an effort to keep the complexity 150

of the regularisation problem to a minimum. A full 151

vehicle indoor pass-by noise test campaign is also per- 152

formed using accelerating tyre noise data and with the 153

vehicle operated under fully operational conditions, in 154

order to assess the performance of the methodology. 155

The accelerating near-field tyre noise data and the 156

corresponding measured transfer responses are used in 157

the convex optimisation problem to estimate the opti- 158

mum source geometry and reconstruct the equivalent 159

source distribution. The distribution is then used, 160

together with measured far-field transfer responses, 161

for far-field tyre noise synthesis. The aim of this pa- 162

per is therefore to investigate the application of the 163

power-based, frequency-averaged ℓ1-norm regularisa- 164

tion method to optimise the equivalent source geome- 165

try and far-field synthesised spectra for various num- 166

bers of sources without assuming prior knowledge of 167

the noise - generating mechanisms of the tyre. 168

In Section 2, the power-based methodology used 169

for the tyre noise synthesis including the frequency- 170

averaged ℓ1-norm regularisation is covered, while, in 171

Section 3, the measurement set-ups are presented. 172

The corresponding results are discussed in Section 4, 173

while the conclusions drawn are covered in Section 5. 174

2 Formulation 175

2.1 Power-based, frequency-averaged 176

ℓ1-norm regularisation 177

As a first step, the pressure is assumed to be mea- 178

sured with a near-field array of M microphones. The 179

accelerating tyre noise has a time dependence that 180

can be regarded as random with non-stationary sta- 181

tistical properties. For the purposes of the frequency- 182

domain formulation used in this paper, the power 183

spectral densities are estimated by averaging the mod- 184

ulus squared spectra over multiple overlapping short 185

segments of data in the time-domain, where the pres- 186

sure signals are locally assumed stationary [35]. As- 187

suming x time segments, for each segment of period 188

Tr, the raw periodogram is formed as 189
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Ŝpnear,i
(f) =

1

Tr
|XTr,i

(f)|2 for i = 1, 2, . . . , x, (1)

where XTri
(f) denotes the Fourier transform at a cer-190

tain frequency f . The power spectral density at the191

m-th microphone for the given frequency is then de-192

fined by193

Spnear,m(f) =
1

x

x∑
i=1

Ŝpnear,m(f). (2)

These spectra will in practice be contaminated by194

errors and noise. The tyre radiation is approximated195

by L monopoles distributed over its radiating sur-196

face with source strength power spectral densities197

Sq, while the transfer paths between the equivalent198

sources and the near-field microphones are estimated199

by means of the squared modulus of a frequency re-200

sponse function matrix |Gnear|2 of size M × L which201

in practice should also be measured. Therefore, the202

equation describing the system at a given frequency203

is204

Spnear = |Gnear|2Sq + Se, (3)

where Spnear is a vector of Spnear
(f) at the M near-205

field microphones and Se is a vector of real errors.206

Similarly to the method described in [20], the to-207

tal number of possible equivalent source positions can208

be greater than the number of near-field microphones209

(i.e. L > M). Sparsity in Sq is introduced by solving210

the linear problem, while constraining the ℓ1-norm of211

the source strength vectors over frequency. A new212

matrix SQ is formed, whose columns are the source213

strength vectors Sq(ωk) at each frequency line k of214

total number K. The frequency-averaged ℓ1-norm215

of this matrix of size L × K is expressed mathe-216

matically by the ℓ1,2-norm. The l-th row of SQ is217

Sq
l=[Sq

l[K1],...,Sq
l[K2]] and the frequency-averaged218

norm of SQ is then defined as219

∥SQ∥1,2 =

L∑
l=1

(
∥Sq

l∥2
)1

=

L∑
l=1

(
K2∑

k=K1

∣∣Sl
q[k]
∣∣2)1/2

.

(4)
whereK1 andK2 define the frequency range for which220

the problem is solved. By constraining this norm to a221

low maximum value which is dependent on the magni-222

tude of the source strength vector over frequency and,223

in this paper, is found by trial-and-error, the vectors224

Sq are jointly decomposed as a combination of a num-225

ber of elements equal to Lf , which is a subset of the226

number of source positions L (i.e. L ≥ Lf ). When227

the number of non-zero point sources gets smaller228

or equal to the number of near-field microphones229

(L > M ≥ Lf ), the final system of equations becomes230

resolvable in the constrained minimisation problem231

min
SQ

K2∑
k=K1

∥|Gnear|2(ωk)Sq(ωk)− Spnear(ωk)∥2

subject to ∥SQ∥1,2 ≤ α. (5)

Parameter α is a scalar, which modulates the max- 232

imum value of ∥SQ∥1,2 and, thus, sets the ceiling for 233

the sum of the power spectral densities of the source 234

strength vectors over frequency. By assigning a low 235

value to α, the problem is constrained to be solved 236

with a number of sources smaller than the original set, 237

thus introducing sparsity. A common sparsity profile 238

for the various frequency lines is introduced, which 239

translates to a number of non-zero equivalent source 240

positions in the source vector, which are fixed over 241

frequency [36]. The lower the value of α, the more it 242

will enforce sparsity in the solution and thus a smaller 243

number of non-zero equivalent sources will be used 244

in the linear problem. This constrained optimisation 245

can, therefore, estimate source strength power vectors 246

Sq which share the same sparsity pattern with re- 247

spect to the source positions and minimise the sum of 248

the least-squares linear problem over frequency. The 249

SPGL1 toolbox is used to solve the problem [37-38]. 250

After the use of the frequency-averaged ℓ1-norm 251

regularisation technique, the problem is reduced to 252

a determined or overdetermined one with a reduced 253

vector of source power spectra S′
q of size Lf ×1 and a 254

reduced modulus-squared transfer response function 255

matrix |G′
near|2 with size M × Lf , where M ≥ Lf . 256

The inverse problem is then solved using the squared 257

modulus pseudo-inverse |G′
near|2

+
formed between 258

the non-zero source components and the near-field mi- 259

crophones 260

S′
q = |G′

near|2
+
Spnear . (6)

2.2 Far-field pressure synthesis 261

The power spectral density of the sound pressure in 262

the linear far-field array is estimated by 263

S̃pfar
= |G′

far|2S′
q, (7)

where |G′
far|2 is the modulus-squared transfer re- 264

sponse matrix connecting the far-field microphones 265

to the non-zero equivalent source positions, and, in 266

practice, should also be measured. The sound pres- 267

sure level of the estimated ˜SPLt is energetically added 268

to those corresponding to the remaining sources on 269

the vehicle which are not under investigation, and 270

are quantified by assuming a fixed small number of 271

sources close to each source and performing the same 272

power-based inverse methodology. Assuming Z re- 273

maining sources, the final synthesised far-field re- 274

sponse ˜SPLov at each microphone is the sum of the 275

tyre noise contribution and the remaining synthesised 276

noise source contributions 277

˜SPLov = 10log10

(
10

˜SPLt
10 + 10

˜SPL1
10 + ...+ 10

˜SPLZ
10

)
,

(8)
which is compared to SPLov, the response measured 278

directly using a far-field microphone array. 279

Since the equivalent source investigation is done 280

only for the noise emitted from one accelerating 281
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tyre, the synthesised contributions of the remaining282

sources are fixed pressure level curves and their accu-283

racy should be validated upfront to guarantee reliable284

source investigation results. These sources could be285

the remaining tyres, the engine, the gearbox etc. It is286

important to state that adding the noise source con-287

tributions energetically, which assumes that all of the288

sources are entirely uncorrelated, could be a limit-289

ing factor for this approach. A diagram illustrating290

the signals and optimisation processes involved in this291

Section is given in Fig. 1.292

Figure 1: Diagram illustrating the signal acquisition
and optimisation process described in Section 2.

To sum up, the work presented in this paper aims293

to tackle the susceptibility of the synthesis problem294

to phase-related errors by eliminating the phase in-295

formation in the transfer matrix and estimating only296

the power spectral densities of the source strengths,297

thus assuming that the sources are uncorrelated.298

The source geometry selection for a given number of299

sources and over the frequency range of interest is300

performed by using the frequency-averaged ℓ1-norm301

regularisation technique, which was investigated in302

[20], in order to directly associate the choice of the303

equivalent source positions with the cost function to304

be minimised. In this approach, the regularisation is305

used to identify the positioning of the minimum num-306

ber of equivalent sources needed for a given synthesis307

accuracy and then the power-based inverse problem308

is performed, using a pseudo-inverse that corresponds309

to the selected source geometry. The final source310

strength amplitudes are then used to synthesise the311

far-field pressure, which is added energetically to the312

synthesised responses from the remaining sources on313

the car. The overall response is finally compared to314

the one measured directly by the far-field linear array. 315

3 Experimental validation 316

The method described in Section 2 was validated on 317

a full vehicle indoor pass-by noise measurement cam- 318

paign. The vehicle used was a SimRod rear-wheel 319

drive electric car developed for Siemens by Kyburz, 320

Switzerland, as a test version of the commercial eRod 321

vehicle. Tyres of type Pirelli 195/50R15 with radius 322

28.8 cm were used. The experiment was split into two 323

measurement sessions which took place in the semi 324

anechoic chamber at Siemens Digital Industries Soft- 325

ware [39]. 326

3.1 Front tyre noise measurements 327

with engine off 328

In the first instance, the left front (LF) tyre was se- 329

lected as the tyre under investigation when only noise 330

from the two front tyres was emitted. The vehicle was 331

fixed so that its front tyres were placed on top of the 332

rolling road with a smooth road surface, which was 333

controlled by one motor for both tyres. A schematic 334

of the measurement set up is given in Figure 2. 335

Figure 2: Schematic of the 1st measurement set up.

18 microphones were placed in a linear array 4.8 m 336

away from the left side of the car, as shown in Figure 337

3(a). The microphone height was set to 1 m, while 338

the microphone spacing was set to 0.9 m with a 15.3 339

m total array length. A near-field circular array of 16 340

microphones with a radius of 29 cm was placed 15 cm 341

away from the left front tyre, as shown in Figure 3(b). 342

The microphone number was chosen to be double the 343

number of the maximum equivalent sources assumed 344

within the investigation. 4 microphones were placed 345

close to the right front (RF) tyre, 2 on the leading 346

edge and 2 on the trailing edge of the tyre. 347

The car was not in operation and, instead, the 348

rolling road was driven to excite the front tyres, there-349
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Fixed Simrod with front tyres on rolling
road and far-field microphone array in the Siemens
semi-anechoic chamber, (b) near-field microphone ar-
ray close to the left front tyre.

fore the two front tyres were the only noise-emitting350

sources. The pressure was measured at an accelera-351

tion of 1 m/s2, from 5 to 60 km/h. The time signal352

measured at a microphone in the near-field circular ar-353

ray, as well as its corresponding spectrogram, is given354

in Figure 4. The increasing speed is highlighted by the355

increase in the pressure amplitude, while, in the spec-356

trogram, it is shown that the increase in the rolling357

speed is associated with increasing frequency.358

The next step was the measurement of the trans-359

fer responses between the microphone arrays and360

the candidate equivalent source positions distributed361

close to the tyres, which were herein represented by362

the measured Frequency Response Functions (FRFs).363

For this purpose, an omni-directional Simcenter364

Qsources Mid-High-frequency volume velocity source365

(Q-MHF), covering the range between 100 and 10,000366

Hz, was used [40]. The source was moved to the var-367

ious candidate source positions in order to measure368

the individual FRFs. For the left front tyre under369

investigation, 12 equivalent source positions were as-370

sumed, distributed along the tyre circumference start-371

ing from the leading edge towards the trailing edge, as372

shown in Figure 5(a). The distance between the can-373

didate equivalent sources close to the contact patch374

is approximately 5 cm, while, moving away from the 375

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Pressure signal measured at the near-
field circular mic array for 1 m/s2 acceleration. (c)
Spectrogram of the near-field pressure signals for 1
m/s2 acceleration

patches, the distance is 12 to 15 cm. For the right 376

front tyre, 2 equivalent sources were assumed in the 377

middle of the contact patch, one at each edge of the 378

tyre, as shown in Figure 5(b). Assuming that the 379

centre of the tyre is a point with coordinates (0, 0, 380

0), Table 1 gives the detailed coordinates of the 12 381

candidate equivalent sources in cm for the tyre under 382

investigation. 383

(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) Equivalent source position grid for left
front tyre under investigation, (b)Equivalent source
positions for right front tyre.

The FRFs were measured between the 12 source 384

positions and both the far-field linear array and the 385

near-field circular array, while, for the other tyre, the 386

transfer responses were then measured between the 387

2 source positions and both the far-field linear array 388

and the 4 microphones placed close to the tyre. Each389
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Source No. X (cm) Y (cm) Z(cm)
1 -20.5 -5 -24
2 -23.5 -1 -17
3 -25.5 -0.5 -8
4 -25 0.5 5
5 -18 0.5 20
6 -4 0.5 26
7 5 0.5 26
8 18 0.5 18
9 25 0.5 5
10 25.5 -0.5 -8
11 23.5 -1 -17
12 20.5 -5 -23

Table 1: Coordinates of the candidate equivalent
sources for the tyre under investigation.

FRF was calculated by dividing the response at each390

microphone by the source strength obtained by the391

volume velocity source at each source position. Fully392

coupled matrices representing the transfer paths be-393

tween the microphone arrays and the source positions394

were therefore calculated at each frequency line over395

the range of 100 to 10,000 Hz with a frequency reso-396

lution of 5 Hz. An example of the amplitude of the397

transfer response between far-field microphone No. 10398

and the source position on the leading edge of the left399

front tyre is given in Figure 6 for reference.400

Figure 6: Amplitude of the transfer response between
far-field mic No. 10 and equivalent source on the lead-
ing edge of the left front tyre.

3.2 Rear tyre noise measurements in401

fully operational conditions402

The purpose of the second measurement session was403

to test the accuracy of the frequency averaged ℓ1-norm404

regularisation in predicting the number and positions405

of the equivalent sources for synthesising the far-field406

response of one tyre with the vehicle in fully opera-407

tional conditions. The tyre under source investigation408

was the right rear tyre, while the sources acting simul-409

taneously were the two rear tyres and the gearbox. A410

schematic of the measurement set up is given in Fig-411

ure 7.412

In this session, the vehicle was fixed in the desig- 413

Figure 7: Schematic of the 2nd measurement set up.

nated area so that its rear tyres were placed on top 414

of the rolling road. The same linear far-field array 415

was used 4.8 m away from the car, as shown in Fig- 416

ure 8(a), and the same near-field circular array was 417

placed 15 cm away from the right rear tyre, as shown 418

in Figure 8(b). Finally, 4 microphones were placed 419

close to the left rear tyre, 2 on the leading edge and 420

2 on the trailing edge of the tyre, and 2 microphones 421

were placed close to the gearbox. 422

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) Fixed SimRod vehicle with rear tyres
on rolling road and far-field microphone array in the
Siemens semi-anechoic chamber, (b) Near-field micro-
phone array close to the right rear tyre.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 9: (a) Equivalent source position grid for right
rear tyre under investigation, (b)Equivalent source
positions for left rear tyre, (c) Equivalent source po-
sition for gearbox.

In these measurements, the car was driven while 423

the rolling road was operated in a minimal resistance 424

mode, which means that no manual exterior force was 425

exercised at the rolling road to counter against the 426

movement of the tyres. The pressure spectrum was 427

measured at all the various microphones from 5 to 60 428

km/h with an acceleration of 1 m/s2. The volume 429

velocity source was then used to measure the trans- 430

fer responses between the 12 equivalent source posi- 431

tions along the right rear tyre circumference and both 432

the far-field linear and the near-field circular array. 433

The same positioning as in Section 3.1 was used for 434

the equivalent sources of the tyre under investigation. 435

Corresponding FRFs were also measured for the two 436

equivalent sources, one at the centre of the contact 437

patch of each edge of the left rear tyre, and for the 438

one equivalent source close to the gearbox. Fully cou- 439

pled matrices were, therefore, calculated between the 440

equivalent source positions and their corresponding 441

far-field and near-field microphones at each frequency 442

line over the frequency range of interest (100 to 10,000 443

Hz). An overview of the equivalent source positions 444

assumed in this measurement set up is given in Figure 445

9. 446

4 Results from measurements 447

of front tyre noise with engine448

off449

4.1 Choice of source positions with ℓ1-450

norm regularisation technique451

The first step of the analysis was the use of the power-452

based, frequency-averaged ℓ1-norm regularisation to453

optimise the source distribution for various numbers454

of equivalent sources from the grid of the 12 source455

positions. To accomplish that, the optimisation prob-456

lem was solved for a range of values of the regularisa-457

tion parameter α, which resulted in the use of a small458

number of non-zero sources out of the 12, specifically459

1 to 8 sources for different values of α. Each value of α460

gives a different solution to the optimisation problem461

and is, therefore, associated with a specific non-zero462

source number and geometry.463

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Relationship between regularisation pa-
rameter α with (a) number of non-zero sources and
(b) near-field problem least-squares residual.

In Figure 10(a), the relationship between the reg-464

ularisation parameter α and the number of non-zero465

sources used in the frequency-averaged inverse prob-466

lem is given, while, in Figure 10(b), the sum of the467

least-squares residuals over frequency is shown with468

respect to α. It is shown that a given range of α469

corresponds to the use of a given number of non-zero470

sources out of the 12. It is also seen from these results471

that there is a set of regularisation parameters, pri- 472

marily translating to the use of 2 equivalent sources, 473

where the error decreases substantially whereas the 474
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use of a higher number of sources is not shown to 475

further improve the reconstruction accuracy. There- 476

fore, using 2 equivalent sources seems to be the op-477

timum strategy, which is an improvement compared478

to the 4-source optimum strategy seen in [20]. The479

best geometry for each number of non-zero sources is480

selected by choosing the value of α which gives the481

minimum least-squares error over frequency. For ex-482

ample, sweeping α from 0.002 to 0.02 gives different483

solutions of 2 non-zero sources out of the 12. The one484

which is chosen is the one which gives the minimum485

error over frequency for this range of α, as shown in486

Figure 10(b).487

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 11: Equivalent source positions using the fre-
quency averaged ℓ1 regularisation for (a) 1, (b) 2, (c)
4 and (d) 8 equivalent sources.

In Figure 11, the equivalent source positions are488

given using the frequency-averaged ℓ1-norm regulari-489

sation for 1, 2, 4 and 8 equivalent sources. For a small490

number of sources, the source positions are concen-491

trated towards the leading and trailing edge of the492

tyre, where the tyre noise phenomena are known to493

be dominant, while using a higher number of sources494

spreads their distribution around the circumference495

of the tyre. It is, however, important to add that the496

exact positioning of the sources might not be the op-497

timum one from a physical standpoint. More testing498

using a finer source grid would have to be performed499

to address this.500

An exhaustive search of the equivalent source posi-501

tioning was also conducted using 1, 2, 4 and 8 equiv-502

alent sources out of the 12 and the distributions were503

seen to be very close to the ones obtained using the ℓ1504

regularisation method. The computational complex-505

ity of the exhaustive research was substantially larger,506

with the simulations starting from a few minutes for507

the 1-source case and going up to an hour when the 8508

equivalent sources were used, while the computation509

time using the ℓ1-norm regularisation techniques was 510

within 30 seconds for the various numbers of equiva- 511

lent sources for a 4-core, 1 GHz, computer. 512

4.2 Far-field pressure synthesis 513

The next step in the analysis was the utilisation of 514

the equivalent source strengths to synthesise the far- 515

field response of the left and right tyre and add them 516

energetically. The final synthesised response was then 517

compared to the one measured directly. 518

In Figure 12, the synthesised SPL in 1/3 octave 519

bands at far-field microphone No. 11 is given over the 520

frequency range of interest for the left front tyre using 521

the regularisation technique with various numbers of 522

equivalent sources and for the right front tyre using 523

two predefined sources. The two responses were ener- 524

getically added and the final synthesised response was 525

compared to the one measured directly at the far-field 526

linear array. The results for microphone No. 11 were 527

chosen as it is the one which is subject to the highest 528

acoustic response for the 1 m/s2 case. The directly 529

measured spectra reveal a dominant region between 530

400 Hz and 1.5 kHz, although a small dip is identi- 531

fied around 800 Hz. The synthesised response for the 532

right front tyre is the same for all the various cases 533

as it is not dependent on the ℓ1-norm regularisation 534

investigation. 535

For the 1-source case, the accuracy is very ac- 536

ceptable up to approximately 1.5 kHz, while using 537

2 sources extends the accuracy up to approximately 538

3 kHz. This is a substantial improvement compared 539

to the accuracy achieved taking the coherence and 540

phase information into account in [20] and is due to 541

the ability of the power-based method to create larger 542

patches on the tyre with an average source strength. 543

For a higher number of sources, the reconstruction ac- 544

curacy improves even at higher frequencies. However, 545

this improvement is not critical since the response 546

from the tyre above 3 kHz is attenuated significantly 547

compared to the dominant response between 400 Hz 548

and 1.5 kHz. This is in line with the results in Fig. 549

10, where it was seen that no significant improvement 550

should be expected when using more than 2 equiv- 551

alent sources. The overestimation of the response at 552

low frequencies, which was seen in [20], is limited since 553

the phase information, which is the most important 554

reason for the creation of errors during the transfer 555

matrix inversion, is not taken into account. However, 556

it is seen that the overestimation worsens by increas- 557

ing number of equivalent sources, which could be due 558

to the fact that, at low frequencies, the tyre geometry 559

dimensions are small in comparison to the wavelength 560

in air and, thus, a one source solution gives the best 561

results. 562
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 12: SPL in 1/3 octave bands at far-field micro-
phone 11 over the frequency range with the left front
tyre synthesis performed using (a) 1 equivalent source,
(b) 2 equivalent sources, (c) 4 equivalent sources and
(d) 8 equivalent sources.

4.3 Results across far-field array 563

The far-field pressure synthesis accuracy with the con-564

sidered method was further investigated across the565

far-field microphone array by taking into account the566

overall pressure response over the frequency range of567

interest.568

In Figure 13, the A-weighted SPL across the far-569

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 13: A-weighted SPL across the far-field array
using (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 4 and (d) 8 fixed sources for the
left front tyre over frequency compared to the directly
measured spectra.

field microphone array is shown for the synthesised570

contribution of the left front tyre with various num- 571

bers of equivalent sources, the synthesised contribu- 572

tion of the right front tyre and their summed syn- 573

thesised response which is compared to the directly 574

measured response. Using 1 source to discretise the 575

left front tyre gives an average deviation of 3.5 dB over 576

the microphone array, while adding 1 more source re- 577

duces this deviation to only 0.4 dB. Using 4 and 8 578
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sources give deviations of approximately 0.3 and 0.4 579

dB respectively. Therefore, considering the need for580

the minimisation of the number of equivalent sources581

used identifies the use of 2 sources, one on the leading582

edge and one on the trailing edge of the left front tyre,583

as the optimum strategy with the given inverse prob-584

lem formulation. It is, however, important to high-585

light that the accuracy of the far-field synthesised re-586

sponse also depends upon the accuracy of the right587

front tyre synthesised response, which was computed588

following the inverse methodology with 2 fixed equiv-589

alent sources.590

Figure 14: SPL at the various frequency bins and
across the far field microphone array for the case of 2
fixed equivalent sources.

Finally, in Fig. 14, a surface plot of the SPL at the591

various frequency bins and across the far field micro-592

phone array is given for the case of 2 fixed equivalent593

sources. It is shown that, while for microphones 9594

to 15, which are closer to the tyres, the response be-595

tween 400 Hz and 1.5 kHz is dominant, a change in596

the frequency response is seen moving away from the597

tyres. The response at the 400 Hz - 1.5 kHz decreases598

and flattens, possibly indicating a decrease in the im-599

pact of the horn effect for these microphones, which is600

known to be dominant at this frequency range. An in-601

crease in the response is also seen at low frequencies602

for microphones 1-3 and 17-18. This could indicate603

an increase in the effect of the vibration field of the604

tyre at those angles, which is more dominant at low605

frequencies, assuming that there is no impact from606

placing the microphones close to the walls.607

5 Results from measurements608

of rear tyre noise in fully op-609

erational conditions610

In this section, a more challenging synthesis concept611

was tested using data from fully operational measure-612

ment conditions, as presented in Section 3.2.613

In Figure 15, a comparison between the measured614

Figure 15: SPL in 1/3 octave bands at far-field micro-
phone 11 over the frequency range for the measure-
ments described in Section 3.1 and 3.2.

spectra at far field microphone No. 11 is shown for615

the two measurement set-ups described in Sections 616

3.1 and 3.2. The spectra measured in the fully opera- 617

tional case are higher throughout the frequency range 618

of interest, with the exception of a region around 300- 619

400 Hz and at 1.7 kHz where the responses are very 620

similar, although a smaller increase at low frequen- 621

cies is seen. A similar pattern is seen in terms of the 622

dominant frequencies of the spectra, as the range be- 623

tween 500 Hz and 1.5 kHz is the strongest with the 624

exception of a dip at 800 Hz for both set-ups. 625

The power-based, frequency-averaged ℓ1-norm reg- 626

ularisation was used to decide the number and po- 627

sition of the equivalent sources for the right rear 628

tyre under the presence of noise emitted also by the 629

left rear tyre and the gearbox. Different synthesised 630

curves for the right rear tyre were obtained for dif- 631

ferent numbers of equivalent sources and these were 632

added energetically to the synthesised curves using 2 633

fixed sources for the left rear tyre and 1 fixed source 634

for the gearbox. The overall synthesised spectra were 635

then compared to the one measured directly. The 636

analysis was again done for a car driven from 5 to 60 637

km/h with a 1 m/s2 acceleration using 1, 2, 4 and 8 638

equivalent sources for the right rear tyre. It is impor- 639

tant to add that the source number and positioning 640

for the remaining sources were chosen by experience 641

and could be a possible source of error in the estima- 642

tion. 643

By performing the ℓ1-norm regularisation in the 644

power-based formulation it was shown that the set 645

of regularisation parameters where the error decreases 646

substantially translates to the use of 2 sources whereas 647

the use of a higher number of sources was not shown 648

to further improve the reconstruction accuracy. Once 649

again, in order to choose the equivalent source posi- 650

tions, the regularisation parameter that minimises the 651

least-squares error over frequency was chosen within 652

the range of the parameter which results in the use of 653

a chosen number of non-zero sources. This is done for 654

the cases of 1, 2, 4 and 8 equivalent sources. 655

The fixed positions chosen using the ℓ1-norm regu- 656

larisation are given in Figure 16. From these results 657
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 16: Equivalent source positions using the fre-
quency averaged ℓ1 regularisation for (a) 1, (b) 2, (c)
4 and (d) 8 equivalent sources.

it can be seen that the same pattern as in the pre- 658

vious sections is followed starting from only 1 source659

position on the leading edge of the tyre to 2 on both660

edges and then an expansion around the circumfer-661

ence of the tyre. However, in this case, the sources662

are not symmetrical, which could be due to a number663

of reasons, some of which are potential added noise664

accumulated at the near-field microphones from the665

operating vehicle or non-symmetrical radiation from666

the tyre under fully operational conditions. Further667

research would be needed to address this.668

After selecting the equivalent source positions, the669

inverse and forward method were performed for each670

noise source component independently and the corre-671

sponding synthesised contributions were obtained for672

the far-field linear array. The gearbox contribution673

was synthesised using 1 equivalent source, the left rear674

tyre contribution using 2 equivalent sources, while the675

right rear tyre contribution, which was the one under676

investigation, was approximated using the geometries677

retrieved with the ℓ1-norm regularisation. The vari-678

ous contributions were then added energetically and679

the final synthesised response was compared to the680

one measured directly.681

In Figure 17, the synthesised SPL in 1/3 octave682

bands at far-field microphone No. 11 is given over683

the frequency range of interest for the right rear tyre684

using the regularisation technique with various num-685

bers of equivalent sources, the fixed response from the686

remaining sources, as well as their overall synthesised687

response. The results for microphone No. 11 are cho-688

sen as it is again the one that is subject to the highest689

acoustic response for the 1 m/s2 case. The synthesised690

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 17: SPL in 1/3 octave bands at far-field micro-
phone 11 over the frequency range with the right rear
tyre synthesis performed using (a) 1 equivalent source,
(b) 2 equivalent sources, (c) 4 equivalent sources and
(d) 8 equivalent sources.

responses for the left rear tyre and the gearbox are the691

same for all the various cases since they are not de- 692

pendent on the ℓ1-norm regularisation investigation. 693

In the left rear tyre response, two dominant frequen- 694

cies are seen, the first one around 600 Hz and the 695

second one at 1 kHz. In the gearbox response, three 696

dominant regions are distinguished at 650 Hz, 1.4 kHz 697

and 3 kHz and could be either due to the engine har- 698
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monics, which can be proven with an experimental 699

vibration investigation on the motor/transmission, or700

due to tyre noise leakage into the gearbox microphone701

signal despite the low level of the gearbox contribu-702

tion.703

Using 1 equivalent source for the right rear tyre syn-704

thesised response gives an overall acceptable accuracy705

up to approximately 2 kHz, while using 2 sources ex-706

tends the accuracy up to approximately 4 kHz. These707

frequency limits up to which the reconstruction is708

good are substantially higher than the ones seen in709

the tyre-noise-only case. For larger number of sources,710

a slight overestimation of the directly measured re-711

sponse is seen up to approximately 1.5 kHz, while at712

higher frequencies the synthesised response is a bet-713

ter representation of the direct response. Compared714

to the results from the first measurement set-up, a715

better synthesis accuracy is seen at low frequencies716

using 2 or 4 sources. The fact that using 1 source717

gives a better representation of the final response up718

to higher frequencies than expected and that the re-719

sponse is overestimated for 8 sources should probably720

be attributed to an overestimation of one or more of721

the individual source contributions.722

The trend highlighted above is also depicted in the723

A-weighted SPL across the microphone array, which724

is presented in Figure 18. Using 1 source to discre-725

tise the right rear tyre gives an average deviation of726

2 dB over the microphone array, while adding 1 more727

source reduces this deviation to only 0.5 dB. Using 4728

and 8 sources gives deviations of approximately 0.6729

and 0.9 dB respectively. The small deviation seen730

in the 1-source case, as well as the overestimation of731

the response in the 8 - source case, is not in agree-732

ment with the results of the ℓ1-norm regularisation733

and could imply an overestimation of one or more of734

the individual contributions. This could be either due735

to errors in the power-based inverse method or due736

to the added noise captured by the near-field micro-737

phones in fully operational conditions. Assessing the738

near-field microphone contamination as the possible739

cause for the overestimation would require additional740

signal processing methodologies.741

In Fig. 19, the SPL surface plot at the various fre-742

quency bins and across the far field microphone array743

is again given for the case of 2 fixed equivalent sources.744

While the response at the frequency range between745

400 Hz and 1.5 kHz is dominant at microphones 8 to746

15, it gradually decreases towards the edges of the far747

field array, albeit not at the same rate compared to748

the one seen in Fig. 14. The response at low frequen-749

cies and between 1.5 kHz and 3 kHz is also seen to750

increase at microphones 1-4 and 16-18.751

Further research would be needed to assess the ef-752

fect of the candidate source grid and the source type753

to the source selection. While the candidate source754

grid was limited to 12 monopole sources in this case755

to accommodate the measurement campaign, a finer756

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 18: A-weighted SPL across the far-field ar-
ray using (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 4 and (d) 8 fixed sources
for the right rear tyre reconstruction over frequency
compared to the directly measured spectra.

grid of sources or the choice of alternative source757

types (dipoles, quadrupoles etc.) could potentially 758

lead to different source selection and synthesis results. 759

Further research would also be needed to assess the 760

performance of the method when the radiation con- 761

ditions vary substantially as the frequency-averaged 762

source selection, which is performed in this method- 763

ology, could potentially lead to poor reconstruction 764

accuracy. 765
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Figure 19: SPL at the various frequency bins and
across the far field microphone array for the case of 2
fixed equivalent sources.

Nevertheless, in this case, considering the need for 766

the minimisation of the number of used equivalent767

sources, the use of 2 sources on the leading and trail-768

ing edges of the right rear tyre was identified as the769

optimum strategy with the given inverse problem for-770

mulation. Assuming that the synthesis estimate pro-771

vided from the left rear tyre and the gearbox are rea-772

sonably accurate, this is an improved result compared773

to the investigation done in [20]. Although not pre-774

sented herein, the same analysis was also performed775

for the 2 m/s2 acceleration case and very similar re-776

sults were seen.777

This synthesis result could potentially be achieved778

using a more conventional ℓ2-norm regularisation, as779

also shown in [16-17]. However, since the ℓ2-norm780

penalisation cannot introduce sparsity in the source781

vector, no investigation for the optimum source ge-782

ometry could be done and, therefore, the non-zero783

sources found in this paper would have to be chosen784

beforehand.785

6 Conclusions786

In this paper, the frequency-averaged ℓ1-norm regu-787

larisation approach to the inverse method for predict-788

ing the tyre noise response in a pass-by noise con-789

text was further extended to a power-based formu-790

lation, and was investigated for tyre noise measured791

spectra for an electric vehicle under accelerating con-792

ditions. The measurements took place in a semi-793

anechoic chamber and involved two different set-ups794

and run-ups from 5 to 60 km/h at two different ac-795

celerations. In the first set-up, only tyre noise from796

the two front tyres was taken into account, while, in797

the second set-up, the car was driven in fully opera-798

tional conditions with noise emitted by the two rear799

tyres and the gearbox. For both cases, the investiga-800

tion of the equivalent source number and positioning801

was done only for the tyre close to the far-field array802

and the rest of the sources were quantified assuming803

a fixed small number of equivalent sources. The use804

of 1, 2, 4 and 8 final non-negligible equivalent sources 805

was investigated for one tyre obtaining corresponding 806

synthesised responses, which were added energetically 807

to the ones acquired by the remaining sources on the 808

car, and the overall response was compared to the one 809

measured directly. 810

For the first set-up, where only tyre noise was 811

present, using fixed source positioning gave an accept- 812

able level of synthesis accuracy, with the best accuracy 813

being achieved when using 2 sources for the left front 814

tyre. The ability of the power-based approach to cre- 815

ate larger effective surface patches represented by an 816

average source strength and to avoid the phase errors 817

which have a significant effect on the inversion pro- 818

cess, gives good synthesis accuracy by using only one 819

source at each edge of the tyre, which is a substan- 820

tial improvement compared to the approach where the 821

phase information and source coherence were taken 822

into account, as presented in [20] for steady-speed 823

measured data. 824

For the second set-up, where tyre and gearbox noise 825

were present, similar conclusions were drawn regard- 826

ing the optimum number of equivalent sources needed 827

for the power-based approach. The 1-source far-field 828

estimate was seen to have a smaller deviation from 829

the directly measured spectra compared to the first 830

set-up, while slight larger overestimations of the final 831

response were seen when using 8 sources. With the 832

aim of minimising the number of sources and target- 833

ing the dominant region of 400 Hz to 1.5 kHz, the 834

2 - source case was selected as the optimum one, al- 835

though results of similar accuracy were also seen in 836

the 4 - source case. 837
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